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DataVideo RMC-2 3-Channel Camera
Controller

Cena brutto 1 160 zł

Cena netto 943 zł

Dostępność Zapytaj o dostępność

Kod producenta 2205-1805

Producent Datavideo

Opis produktu

DataVideo RMC-2
3-Channel Camera Controller

Precise PTZ Control: Simple, Professional, and Effortless
RMC-2 is a simple yet versatile camera controller designed for controlling Datavideo PTZ series cameras via DVIP. With the
push of a button, you can quickly access four preset positions for each camera and effortlessly pan, tilt, and zoom using the
joystick. It can be used in conjunction with a TPC-700 touch panel controller or the iCast mini.

Masterful Camera Maneuvering: 3-Axis Joystick for Effortless Pan, Tilt, and Zoom Control
The Datavideo RMC-2 comes equipped with a 3-axis joystick, which provides intuitive and real-time control over the pan, tilt,
and zoom functions of the connected cameras. This ergonomic joystick allows users to perform smooth and accurate camera
movements, ensuring precise framing and capturing of the desired shots. It offers a tactile and responsive interface, making it
easy for operators to achieve professional-level camera control.

Powerful and Effortless Integration: PoE (PD) IEEE 802.3af Support for a Clean Setup
The RMC-2 camera controller features support for Power over Ethernet (PoE) IEEE 802.3af. PoE is a technology that allows
devices like the RMC-2 to receive power and data over a single Ethernet cable, simplifying installation and reducing the need
for additional power adapters or cables. This PoE support enables a clean and streamlined setup, making it easier to integrate
the RMC-2 into existing network infrastructures.

Seamless Multi-Camera Management: Control Up to 3 Cameras with Precision
With the Datavideo RMC-2, you can effortlessly manage and control up to three cameras simultaneously. This capability is
particularly beneficial in multi-camera setups, such as live events, conferences, or broadcasts. By connecting three cameras
to the RMC-2, users can switch between cameras and control their movements with ease, ensuring smooth and dynamic
coverage of the event or production.

Instant Precision Positioning: Each Camera Can Store Up to 4 Presets for Perfect Shots
The RMC-2 camera controller allows users to set and store up to four presets for each connected camera. A preset is a
predefined position that a camera can be programmed to move to instantly. For instance, you can save presets for different
framing options or specific areas within your shooting environment. This feature enables quick and precise camera
positioning, which is especially valuable in live productions where fast camera movements are necessary.

Unleash Advanced Camera Potential: DVIP Control for Unparalleled Functionality
Datavideo products can be found in various applications including broadcast, house of worship, education, live concert events,
esports, and self-media production. Only Datavideo offers end-to-end professional live video solutions under one brand name
for integrators, production companies, and end-users.

Intuitive Control Made Easy: Compatible with the Touch Panel TPC-700P and iCAST Mini
Compatible with the touch panel TPC-700P and iCAST mini via USB port: The Datavideo RMC-2 camera controller is designed
to work seamlessly with the TPC-700P touch panel controller and iCAST mini presentation switcher.
This means you can connect a TPC-700P or an iCAST mini to the RMC-2 using a simple USB cable. The RMC-2 lets users easily
control the PTZ Camera, which connects with TPC-700P and iCAST mini.
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Tutorial Videos Created Specifically for the RMC-2
Datavideo Academy is a comprehensive learning platform established by Datavideo Technology. As a professional Broadcast
and AV equipment manufacturer, Datavideo Technology is not only committed to providing quality products to users, but also
has the responsibility to help users learn to operate Datavideo products.
Through the Datavideo Academy platform, users can easily master the operation of Datavideo products and experience the
unique design of Datavideo products, further creating a variety of applications and bringing a good user experience. Now, a
tutorial video for the RMC-2 is available at Datavideo Academy to help you get the best performance out of the product.
Please click on the following link. 

WARUNKI Gwarancji do 36 miesięcy
Warunkiem uzyskania gwarancji do 36 miesięcy jest wymagana obowiązkowa rejestracja produktów w terminie 30 dni
od dnia zakupu. W przypadku braku rejestracji obwiązuje standardowa gwarancja 12 miesięcy od daty zakupu.
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